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Abstract In this study, the impact of varying soil moisture heterogeneity (spatial variance and structure)
on the development of the convective boundary layer and shallow cumulus clouds was investigated.
Applying soil moisture heterogeneity generated via spatially correlated Gaussian random fields based on a
power law model and idealized atmospheric vertical profiles as initial conditions, three sets of large‐eddy
simulations provide insight in the influence of soil moisture heterogeneity on the ensuing growth of the
convective boundary layer and development of shallow cumulus clouds. A sensitivity on the strong, weak,
and unstructured soil moisture heterogeneity is investigated. The simulation results show that
domain‐averaged land surface sensible heat and latent heat flux change strongly with changing soil moisture
variance because of the interactions between surface heterogeneity and induced circulations, while domain
means of soil moisture are identical. Vertical profiles of boundary layer characteristics are strongly
influenced by the surface energy partitioning and induced circulations, especially the profiles of liquid water
and liquid water flux. The amount of liquid water and liquid water flux increases with increasing structure.
In addition, the liquid water path is higher in case of strongly‐structured heterogeneity because more
available energy is partitioned into latent heat and more intensive updrafts exist. Interestingly, the increase
of liquid water path with increasing soil moisture variance only occurs in the strongly structured cases,
which suggests that soil moisture variance and structure work conjunctively in the surface energy
partitioning and the cloud formation.
Plain Language Summary The land surface is heterogeneous with respect to, for example,
land use, plant cover, soil moisture, and topography over a wide range of spatial scales, which strongly
influences the atmospheric boundary layer. In this study, the impact of soil moisture heterogeneity on the
development of the convective boundary layer and shallow cumulus clouds was investigated. The results
from a series of large‐eddy simulations show that soil moisture heterogeneity impacts significantly on the
surface energy partitioning, the convection boundary layer development and the cloud formation.
Interestingly, the stronger soil moisture heterogeneity, the more available energy is partitioned into latent
heat flux and the higher liquid water path in the atmosphere.
1. Introduction
Shallow cumulus convection plays an important role in determining the vertical thermodynamic structure
of the atmosphere and influences the large‐scale circulation in both the tropics and midlatitudes. This type
of convection intensifies the vertical turbulent transport of momentum, heat, and moisture and, as a result,
deepens the cloudy boundary layer and enhances significantly surface evapotranspiration (Siebesma et al.,
2003). Terrestrial nonprecipitating shallow cumulus clouds are tightly coupled with the underlying land sur-
face. These cumulus clouds represent an early stage in the development of deep convection and also play an
essential role in the coupled land‐atmosphere system. Based on observations and numerical simulations,
previous studies showed that heterogeneous heating of the atmosphere by the land surface may generate
a mesoscale circulation which influences the development of convective boundary layer (CBL) and the for-
mation of clouds (Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Bosman et al., 2018; Golaz et al., 2001; H.‐Y. Huang & Margulis,
2011; Lee et al., 2019; Patton et al., 2005; Pielke, 2001; Rieck et al., 2014; Rochetin et al., 2017). Therefore,
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• The higher soil moisture variance
the more available energy is
partitioned into latent heat flux,
while the domain‐averaged soil
moisture is identical
• Liquid water path increases, while
cloud cover decreases with stronger
soil moisture structure and
increasing soil moisture variance
• The impact of shallow cumulus
clouds on domain‐averaged surface
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understanding the processes, which govern the interactions among a heterogeneous land surface, CBL struc-
ture, and shallow cumulus convection, is of crucial importance.
Large‐eddy simulation (LES) has been used to study land‐atmosphere interactions and the impact of the
land surface heterogeneity on atmospheric boundary characteristic (Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Hadfield
et al., 1991, 1992; Han et al., 2019; Patton et al., 2005; Raasch & Harbusch, 2001; Shen & Leclerc, 1995;
Sühring et al., 2014; van Heerwaarden et al., 2014), on the shallow convection development (H. Y. Huang
& Margulis, 2013; Kang & Ryu, 2016; Raasch & Harbusch, 2001; van Heerwaarden & de Arellano, 2008)
and on the transition from shallow to deep convection (Kang & Bryan, 2011; Lee et al., 2019; Rieck et al.,
2014; Rochetin et al., 2017) for the past two decades. One main concern of these studies has been the optimal
heterogeneity scale to induce a mesoscale circulation, which is commonly suggested to be at a mesoscale but
varies considerably. Avissar and Schmidt (1998) reported that surface heterogeneity continually intensified
the organized circulations as the heterogeneity scale increased from 2 to 40 km with prescribed surface
fluxes. Shen and Leclerc (1995) and Raasch andHarbusch (2001) , also using prescribed surface fluxes, found
that in case of small‐scale, one‐dimensional (1‐D), and stripe‐like heterogeneity, the intensity of the mesos-
cale circulations increased when the horizontal scale of the heterogeneity increased to about the boundary
layer height. Using an LES and land surface model (LSM) coupled model, Patton et al. (2005) found that the
optimal scale to induce a mesoscale circulation was 4 to 9 times the boundary layer height with 1‐D, stripe‐
like heterogeneity in soil moisture. With an LES and LSM coupled model and continuous soil moisture var-
iations, Han et al. (2019) reported that the optimal scale for horizontal transport was about 18 times the
boundary layer height, while the optimal scale for vertical motions was about 2 times the boundary layer
height. Recently, Lee et al. (2019) studied the effect of heterogeneity scale on the transition to deep convec-
tion by prescribing 2‐D chessboard surface flux patches. They found that transition only occurred when
patch size ≥5 km, and they attributed this to the formation of a moisture pool over dry patches due to the
generated mesoscale circulation. Rieck et al. (2014) also investigated the response of transition to deep con-
vection to the surface heterogeneity size by prescribing leaf area index in an LES and LSM coupled system.
They found that in case of intermediate heterogeneity, size of 12.8 km produced the fastest transition from
shallow to deep convection.
In addition to the heterogeneity length scale, the heterogeneity amplitude can modify the mesoscale circula-
tion (Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; van Heerwaarden et al., 2014; van Heerwaarden & de Arellano, 2008), which
in turn triggers an earlier onset of convection (Kang & Bryan, 2011) and even a transition from shallow to
deep convection (Kang & Ryu, 2016). Several studies have reported that the mesoscale circulation intensity
increases with increasing heterogeneity amplitude (Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Patton et al., 2005; van
Heerwaarden & de Arellano, 2008). van Heerwaarden et al. (2014) reported that the optimal state of mesos-
cale circulation is strongly related to the heterogeneity amplitude and stronger amplitudes result in an ear-
lier optimal state by prescribing square patches of surface fluxes. Kang and Bryan (2011) investigated the
effect of 1‐D sinusoidal surface heat fluxes of various amplitudes on the moist convection. They found that
as the amplitude becomes larger, the area of near‐surface convergence becomes narrower and stronger and
leads to an earlier transition to deep convection. Rochetin et al. (2017) showed that the presence of a strong
surface sensible heat flux heterogeneity not only leads to an earlier triggering of deep convection but also
affects the spatial distribution of the convection, where clouds mostly form over the hot surface by the
induced mesoscale circulation.
Large‐scale synoptic conditions such as the background wind could mask out the effects of land surface het-
erogeneities and exert an opposite impact on the development of the mesoscale circulation. Dörnbrack and
Schumann (1993) reported that the influence of land surface heterogeneities is dramatically reduced in the
presence of a weak background wind. Avissar and Schmidt (1998) showed that the induced mesoscale circu-
lations are eliminated by a background wind speed of 5 m/s or higher. By adopting observed surface heat
fluxes and varying background winds, Maronga and Raasch (2013) found that the mesoscale circulation pat-
tern could not be directly linked to the underlying sensible heat flux pattern for background wind speeds of
3–6 m/s. Lee et al. (2019) reported that the background winds have a strong influence on the mesoscale cir-
culation such that any wind stronger than 2 m/s effectively eliminates the impact of surface heterogeneity
and brings no mesoscale circulation and leads no transition from shallow to deep convection.
Studies verified that surface characteristics strongly affect the land surface energy budget partitioning
(Margulis & Entekhabi, 2001; Niyogi et al., 1999; Santanello et al., 2007), but the soil moisture appears to
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be of particular importance (Desai et al., 2006; Zhang & Anthes, 1982). The interactions between soil moist-
ure and CBL development have been the focus of many observational (Findell & Eltahir, 2003b; Santanello
et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2011) and modeling studies (Chen & Avissar, 1994; Ek & Holtslag, 2004; Findell &
Eltahir, 2003a; H.‐Y. Huang & Margulis, 2011). Findell and Eltahir (2003b) and Taylor et al. (2011) reported
that deep convection initiation enhanced over heterogeneous soil moisture patterns in the Sahel area by ana-
lyzing satellite observations. Using LES initialized with prescribed surface sensible and latent surface fluxes,
Golaz et al. (2001) found nearly no change in cloud cover over a very narrow soil moisture range of about
47% relative wetness. However, they found a large difference in boundary layer characteristics, cloud base
and cloud top over wet and dry soils. H.‐Y. Huang and Margulis (2011) investigated the impact of soil moist-
ure and atmospheric stability on cloud development using a coupled LES and LSM and found that cloud
cover fraction increases with increasing soil moisture only in case of strong atmospheric stability, while
the opposite has been observed in case of weak atmospheric stability. Chlond et al. (2014) investigated the
effect of soil moisture on the development of shallow cumulus convection and found that soil moisture
and cloud cover coupling are positive in most of the cases. Using a cloud resolving model with prescribed
dry and wet patches in soil moisture, Chen and Avissar (1994) found that land surface soil moisture affects
the timing of onset of clouds and the intensity and distribution of precipitation. Cioni and Hohenegger
(2017) investigated the effect of soil moisture on deep convections using an LES and LSM coupled system
and found that convections are triggered earlier over dry soils than over wet soils under certain conditions,
while total precipitation is always lower over dry soils.
While numerous LES studies have been performed, very few studies have documented the effect of the spa-
tial variance and structure of soil moisture on the surface energy partitioning and the development of shal-
low cumulus convection using an LES and LSM coupled system. Three sets of analytic soil moisture fields
are created with the spectral slopes increased from 0 to −3, that is, from unstructured and weak to strong
structured heterogeneity. In addition, the domain means of soil moisture are persevered, while spatial var-
iance is varying in each set. Two research questions are of particular interest: “How does the spatial variance
and structure in soil moisture affect the partitioning of available energy into surface sensible and latent heat
fluxes?” and “How does the surface energy partitioning affect the structure of the cumulus‐topped boundary
layer?”. This includes the influence of surface heat fluxes on the structure of cumulus clouds, such as cloud
base and cloud thickness, cloud fraction, liquid water path (LWP), and in‐cloud turbulence. A series of idea-
lized numerical experiments initialized with soil moisture patterns generated via spatially correlated
Gaussian random fields using a power law model and prescribed atmospheric vertical profiles were per-
formed to address these questions.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce our model setup and the experiment design;
section 3 presents results and discussion; and section 4 includes a summary and conclusions.
2. Methodology
2.1. Model Description
Our primary tool is the large‐eddy version of the icosahedral nonhydrostatic model (ICON‐LEM) (Dipankar
et al., 2015; Zängl et al., 2015). ICON‐LEM is a fully compressible model and has been developed collabora-
tively between the German weather service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD) and the Max Planck Institute
for meteorology. ICON‐LEM solves the prognostic variables on an unstructured triangular grid with C‐type
staggering based on a successive refinement of a spherical icosahedron (Dipankar et al., 2015; Wan et al.,
2013; Zängl et al., 2015), in such a way that the singularity at the poles would be avoided. Governing equa-
tions are described in Wan et al. (2013) and Zängl et al. (2015).
A three‐dimensional subgrid‐scale turbulence parameterization based on the diagnostic Smagorinsky
scheme is implemented in ICON‐LEM. The scheme takes the modifications for thermal stratification by
Lilly (1962) into account. A double‐moment microphysics scheme based on Seifert and Beheng (2001) is also
implemented in ICON‐LEM. Instead of the default diagnostic cloud fraction scheme, a simple all‐or‐nothing
scheme (Sommeria & Deardorff, 1977) is used that assumes that the cloud fraction within a grid box is either
1 or 0 and does not account for fractional cloud cover at the subgrid scale. The advection scheme for tracer in
ICON‐LEM uses the second‐order upwind scheme by Miura (2007) in horizontal direction and third‐order
piecewise parabolic method by Colella and Woodward (1984) in vertical direction. The default artificial
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numerical dissipation for LES studies is reduced to fourth order in the
momentum equations for numerical stability.
The multilayer land surface scheme Terra TERRA‐Multi‐Layer [TERRA‐
ML] without subgrid‐scale variability is used in ICON‐LEM (Schrodin &
Heise, 2002). TERRA‐ML provides momentum, heat, and moisture fluxes
as boundary conditions for ICON‐LEM and also predicts vertical profiles
of soil moisture and temperature applying a one‐dimensional set of equa-
tions for soil hydrologic and thermodynamic variables. The vertical soil
water transport between layers is parameterized using Richards equation
(Richards, 1931), and the soil temperature is calculated using a simplified
heat diffusion equation. At the land surface, the biosphere‐atmosphere
transfer scheme formulation (Dickinson, 1984) is applied to estimate the
bare soil evaporation and plant transpiration. As we focused on the devel-
opment of CBL above the bare soil, only the theory of surface heat fluxes
over a bare soil is described below. The surface sensible heat flux is
defined accordingly:
Hsfc ¼ −ρChU θπsfc−Tsfc
 
(1)
where ρ is air density, Ch is the bulk aerodynamical transfer coefficient for
heat, U is the absolute horizontal wind velocity, θ and πsfc are the air
potential temperature at the lowest model level, and the scaled pressure
at the ground surface, Tsfc, is the ground surface temperature. The bare
soil evaporation, Eb, is calculated using the assumption Eb =Min (Ep; Fm), where Ep is potential evaporation
and Fm is the maximum moisture flux through the surface that the soil can sustain. The parameterization
formulae for Ep and Fm are given by:
Ep ¼ −ρCqU q−qsat Tsfc
  
(2)
Fm ¼ CkD s0
z0z1ð Þ1=2
(3)
where Cq is the bulk aerodynamical transfer coefficient for moisture, q is the specific humidity at the lowest
grid level above the ground and qsat is the saturated specific humidity at the ground surface, s0 is the average
soil water content in the total active layer divided by the soil pore volume, z0 is the corresponding depth of
the total active soil layer and z1 is the depth of the surface soil layer, and Ck and D are parameters depending
on the soil type and whose details could be found in Dickinson (1984).
2.2. Simulation Setup
In order to study the response of the CBL and cumulus clouds to soil moisture heterogeneity, a series of
experiments were designed using an idealized configuration of the coupled ICON‐LEM and TERRA‐ML.
The horizontal domain covers a mesoscale area of 19.2 × 19.2 km2 with lateral double periodic boundary
conditions and a horizontal grid spacing of 50m. In the vertical direction, the first level is 20m high, whereas
all other levels have 50m height up to a model top of 4.2 km. A 0.5 s time step was used. The initial profiles of
potential temperature and specific humidity are shown in Figure 1; zero wind was imposed horizontally at
the initial time step. The initial profiles were adapted from the work of Patton et al. (2005) with a condition-
ally unstable stratification. The only external forcing of the system was specified through the downward
shortwave radiation, which was set to a constant value of 700 W/m2 for all cases. Constant incoming short-
wave radiative forcing at the model top limits the interaction between cloud and radiation and also leads to
no diurnal cycle in radiation. However, it is a widely used configuration in idealized LES simulations and
allows us to focus on the interactions between land surface and atmosphere. Random perturbations were
added to the potential temperature field up to a height of 300 m to trigger the turbulence. A damping layer
was applied close to the domain top to reduce the reflection and buildup of gravity waves.
Figure 1. Initial profiles of potential temperature and specific humidity.
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In TERRA‐ML, the soil column is discretized into eight soil layers. The soil type was uniform in space and
was set to loam. The initial soil temperature profile was interpolated linearly from 290.4 K near the surface to
the climatological value of 282.1 K at the lowest model layer. This setup corresponds to the most common
soil type used in ICON‐LEM model over a midlatitude area (e.g., Germany).
The soil moisture heterogeneity was generated applying spatially correlated Gaussian fields with a geostatis-
tical toolkit developed by Heße et al. (2014). The spatial distributions and domain‐averaged statistics of the
soil moisture patterns are shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, respectively. The soil moisture maps have multi-
scale heterogeneities composed of harmonics in the same wavelength range. While the amplitude of each
harmonic wavelength differs depending on the spectral slope, as shown in Figure 2, the soil moisture fields
generated with a steeper −3 power spectral slope are dominated by large‐scale heterogeneities compared to
soil moisture fields with a −2 spectral slope. For reference, two quasi‐homogeneous cases containing only
white noise without any spatial structure were generated, that is to say, 0 spectral slope (Figure 2). Thus,
we will refer to the soil moisture fields generated with−3,−2, and 0 slopes as strong, weak, and unstructured
soil moisture heterogeneities, respectively. We regard the change characteristic of power spectral density
with wavelength as the structure of the soil moisture heterogeneity. In addition, we created soil moisture
fields of different variances (from STD1 to STD3) for each group of same spectral slope. In this study, we
quantify the soil moisture heterogeneity with both structure and spatial variance. Note that the domain
means (55% of the saturation value) are identical in all cases, and the same soil moisture values were applied
to the entire soil column and were kept constant during the simulations. Detailed information for each case
is listed in Table 1.
Figure 2. Spatial distributions of volumetric soil moisture and spectra for the seven cases at the initial time step, where λ is
the wavelength.
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3. Results and Discussion
Simulations of the seven cases were integrated for 6 hr, and the simulation
results from t= 2 to 6 hr were used for analysis. Results were used to study
the influence of soil moisture heterogeneity on CBL characteristics and
cloud properties.
3.1. Surface Heat Fluxes
Figure 3 depicts the temporal evolution of domain‐averaged net radiation
flux, ground heat flux, surface sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and
Bowen ratio. An overview shows that the domain‐averaged values of net
radiation and ground heat flux are not influencedmuch by the interaction
between heterogeneous soil moisture and the CBL. The differences in the sensible heat flux, latent heat flux,
and Bowen ratio are stronger between cases of different variances, while in the case of same variance but
different spectral slope, the difference is negligible. There is almost no difference in surface energy partition-
ing between the two unstructured cases (N0_STD1 and N0_STD2).
The spatial distribution of the land surface net radiation is strongly influenced by the clouds and negatively
correlated with spatial distribution of LWP (Figure 4). The cloud covers and LWPs from the seven cases are
significantly different from each other, while differences in domain‐averaged net radiation are not obvious
(Figure 3a). Domain‐averaged cloud covers are high and LWPs are low in unstructured cases, while domain‐
averaged cloud covers are low and LWPs are high in structured cases (Figure 5). The influence of cloud cover
is compensated by the influence of LWP when the net radiation fluxes are averaged over the domain. Hence,
there are no obvious differences in domain‐averaged net radiation. Besides, domain‐averaged available heat
fluxes, which are sensible heat flux plus latent heat flux, are almost identical. Thus, the domain‐averaged
ground heat flux does not vary between different cases.
Domain‐averaged sensible heat fluxes decrease with increasing soil moisture variance (from STD1 to STD3),
while surface latent heat fluxes increase with increasing soil moisture variance. Moreover, impacts on sur-
face sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and thus the Bowen ratio become more pronounced as simulation
time increases (Figure 3). The results indicate that the higher soil moisture spatial variance, the more surface
energy is partitioned into latent heat in the structured cases. In order to understand why the surface energy
partitioning depends on the soil moisture variance, probability density functions (PDFs) of sensible heat
flux, latent heat flux, net radiation flux, and soil moisture were generated (Figure 6). The PDF of soil moist-
ure is wider, and a higher percentage of wet patch and dry patch exist in case of high soil moisture variance
tomaintain the high variance value (Figure 6d). Due to the nonlinear relationship between soil moisture and
latent heat flux based on the surface layer similarity theory, extreme values of latent heat flux are generated
over the wet and dry patch (Figure 6b) and contribute nonlinearly to the domain means. Figure 7 shows the
bivariate PDFs between latent heat flux and soil moisture. Over the dry patches, with soil moisture smaller
than 0.2 m3/m3, latent heat flux values are relatively low that do not contribute significantly to the domain
means. Over the wet patches, especially where soil moisture larger than 0.3 m3/m3, latent heat flux values
are quite high, which are about 300 W/m2. Latent heat flux values increase almost linearly from about 10
to 300W/m2 as soil moisture increases from 0.2 to 0.3 m3/m3. Thus, a few points on the wet side of soil moist-
ure increase strongly the domain‐averaged latent heat flux. This is the reason why with higher soil moisture
variance, more available energy is partitioned into latent heat flux, and explains why the surface energy par-
titioning is different, while domain means of soil moisture are identical.
To investigate the temporal evolution of the spatial distribution of surface heat fluxes and mesoscale circula-
tion patterns, Figure 8 depicts spatial distribution of hourly averaged horizontal wind at the lowest model
level and land surface sensible heat flux at hours 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 for case S3_STD3 which is the strongly
structured case and has the largest soil moisture spatial variance. The spatial pattern of surface sensible heat
flux is maintained over the six simulation hours due to constant soil moisture values in time. However, the
magnitude of sensible heat flux changes with time due to the induced mesoscale circulation. During the first
simulation hour, the mesoscale circulation is building up, and no horizontal wind velocity is larger than 2
m/s (Figure 8a). From the second simulation hour, the mesoscale circulations are well established
Table 1
Domain‐Averaged Statistics for the Four Cases. Domain‐Averaged Soil
Moisture (AVG), Standard Deviation (STD), and Spectral Slope (Slope)
Setup AVG (m3/m3) STD (m3/m3) Slope
N0_STD1 0.250 0.040 0
N0_STD2 0.250 0.060 0
S2_STD1 0.250 0.040 −2
S2_STD2 0.250 0.060 −2
S3_STD1 0.250 0.040 −3
S3_STD2 0.250 0.060 −3
S3_STD3 0.250 0.080 −3
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(Figure 8b). During 4 to 6 hr, strong convergence zones and updrafts have been established, where horizon-
tal wind velocity is low and surface sensible heat flux is weak (Figures 8d–8f).
3.2. Vertical Profiles
In this section, we investigate the influence of two‐dimensional surface heterogeneity on the dynamics and
thermodynamics of the cumulus‐topped CBL.
3.2.1. Vertical Profiles of Boundary Layer States and Fluxes
Figure 9 shows the domain‐ and time‐averaged vertical profiles of potential temperature, specific humidity,
liquid water mixing ratio, buoyancy flux, total water vapor flux, and liquid water flux. Profiles of potential
Figure 3. Time evolution of the domain‐averaged surface (a) net radiation, (b) ground heat lux, (c) sensible heat flux,
(d) latent heat flux, and (e) Bowen ratio. Error bars showing the standard deviation for case S3_STD3.
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temperature and specific humidity show a typical CBL structure of a well‐mixed boundary layer between the
surface and the entrainment layer where strong gradients of potential temperature and specific
humidity occur.
Comparison of potential temperature profiles depicted in Figure 9a shows that the profiles are almost iden-
tical for the heterogeneous soil moisture cases, while the potential temperature profile of the unstructured
cases are better mixed and have a slightly stronger inversion layer compared to the structured cases.
Vertical profiles of buoyancy flux are shown in Figure 9. The surface with larger soil moisture variance pro-
vides a lower sensible heat flux. All the buoyancy fluxes decrease from amaximum value close to the surface
and reach a minimum value at the entrainment layer, representing a characteristic behavior of the CBL. The
buoyancy flux difference between unstructured cases and structured cases is small below the entrainment
layer and becomes significant near the entrainment zone, and the difference is as much as 20 W/m2. The
difference in entrainment flux can be attributed to the influence of the induced mesoscale circulation and
has been reported previously by several studies (Han et al., 2019; Sühring et al., 2014). Moreover, the buoy-
ancy flux difference is pronounced in the cloud layer due to the different rates of entrainment in clouds
between different cases.
Vertical profiles of specific humidity are illustrated in Figure 9b. In the lower portion of the mixed layer, spe-
cific humidity is highest in case S3_STD3 and specific humidity profiles are almost identical in other cases.
In the upper portion of the mixed layer, the specific humidity decreases from unstructured to strongly struc-
tured cases. Vertical profiles of moisture flux are shown in Figure 9e. Moisture fluxes are almost identical
between different cases, except the moisture flux of case S3_STD3, which is slightly higher close to the
Figure 4. Probability density function of surface (a) sensible heat flux, (b) latent heat flux, (c) net radiation flux, and
(d) soil moisture. Tweny‐five bins were used for the probability distribution function. These quantities were averaged over
the time period t = 2 to 6 hr.
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surface compared to other cases indicating that the soil moisture heterogeneity has limited impact on the
vertical profile of moisture flux.
Vertical profiles of the liquid water mixing ratio and liquid water flux shown in Figure 9c and Figure 9f,
respectively, indicate a clear impact of soil moisture heterogeneity (both structure and variance) on the for-
mation of clouds. The amount of liquid water increases from the unstructured to strongly structured cases,
and the altitude where the liquid water peak occurs also increases with stronger structure (Figure 9c).
Interestingly, for the weak and unstructured cases, liquid water profiles are identical between cases with dif-
ferent soil moisture variance. However, in the strongly structured cases (S3 cases), the amount of liquid
water and the elevation where the liquid water peak occurs increase with increasing variance. Similar char-
acteristics are also found in profiles of liquid water flux, which will be discussed in section 3.3.
3.2.2. Vertical Profiles of Variances
Figure 5 depicts the domain‐ and time‐averaged vertical profiles of the variance of horizontal wind velocity,
vertical wind velocity, potential temperature, specific humidity, and cloud liquid water. We apply the scale
decomposition scheme commonly used to isolate mesoscale circulation impacts (Hussain & Reynolds, 1970;
Kang & Ryu, 2016; Patton et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2000), to inspect if the given two‐dimensional soil
moisture heterogeneity induces any mesoscale circulation related processes that are strong enough to influ-
ence the boundary layer characteristics.
The structured soil moisture cases show a higher variation in the horizontal wind velocity throughout the
boundary layer, which can be attributed to the increased mesoscale contribution (Figure 5a). Strongly
Figure 5. Bivariate probability density functions between latent heat flux and soil moisture. The quantities were averaged
over the time period t = 2 to 6 hr.
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structured cases (S3 cases) show the largest horizontal wind variations close to ground surface and near the
CBL top, indicating the strengthening of the induced mesoscale circulation. However, the vertical wind
velocity variance from the structured soil moisture case is weaker compared to the unstructured case
(Figure 5b). This characteristic is due to the effect of the well‐developed mesoscale circulation on the
Figure 6. Spatial distribution of hourly averaged horizontal wind at the lowest model level (arrows) and surface sensible
heat flux (shading) at hours (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5, and (f) 6 for case S3_STD3. Only wind vectors with velocity larger
than 2 m/s are plotted.
Figure 7. Vertical profiles of domain‐ and time‐averaged (over t = 2 to 6 hr) (a) potential temperature, (b) specific humid-
ity, (c) cloud liquid water mixing ratio, (d) buoyancy flux, (e) water vapor flux, and (f) liquid water flux.
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distribution of vertical velocity in the CBL. After the establishment of the mesoscale circulation, the strong
and narrow updrafts are located principally over the dry patches, while the weak and broad downdrafts are
dominating over the wet patches. The compensating downdrafts form due to the convergence near the CBL
top and thus suppress thermals from rising over the wet patches. Similar results were also reported by Kang
and Davis (2008).
Domain‐ and time‐averaged vertical profiles of potential temperature variance and specific humidity var-
iance are shown in Figure 5c and Figure 5d respectively. Significant differences among cases are not only
shown in the cloud layer (z > 1.5 km) but also in the layers below the boundary layer top. The case with a
larger soil moisture variance shows larger peak values of total potential temperature variance at both the
ground surface and the cloud layer (Figure 5c). Interestingly, the mesoscale contribution is less important
than the contribution of turbulence scale to the total potential temperature variance. In this case, mesoscale
circulations are not strong enough to influence the spatial variability of potential temperature in the CBL.
This result is in contrast to Kang and Davis (2008) who found that the temperature variance profiles are
highly influenced by the mesoscale circulation using a stripe‐like heterogeneity pattern. The main reason
is that Kang and Davis (2008) used a dry CBL configuration with the prescribed sensible heat forcing at
the model bottom and without moisture in the atmosphere, which magnifies the influence of heterogeneous
heating from the surface and leads to strong mesoscale circulation. Note that the turbulent eddies mostly
dominate the vertical transport of heat, while both turbulent eddies and mesoscale motions control the ver-
tical transport of moisture (Lee et al., 2019; Patton et al., 2005). This is the reason that mesoscale contribu-
tions are higher to specific humidity variance than to potential temperature variance.
There are two peaks in the profiles of specific humidity variance, one is near the entrainment zone and the
other is at the cloud layer (Figure 5d). The values of total specific humidity variance increase with stronger
structure. The mesoscale contribution is comparable to the turbulence scale contribution to the total specific
humidity variance. Interestingly, for the three strongly structured cases (S3 cases), specific humidity var-
iance increases with increasing soil moisture variance. This is consistent with the increase in latent heat flux
with increasing soil moisture variance in the strongly structured cases (S3 cases). In addition, in the two
weakly structured cases (S2 cases), the mesoscale contribution and the turbulence scale contribution com-
pensate each other, leading to almost identical total specific humidity variances.
Figure 8. Vertical profiles of (left column) horizontal wind velocity variance, (second column) vertical wind velocity variance, (third column) potential temperature
variance, (fourth column) specific humidity variance, and (fifth column) cloud liquid water variance. The total variance (top row) is then decomposed into
mesoscale (middle row) and turbulence scale contributions (bottom row). The vertical profiles are averaged in space over the domain and time over t = 2 to 6 hr.
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Figure 5e depicts the domain‐ and time‐averaged vertical profile of cloud liquid water variance. The peak
value of liquid water variance increases with stronger structure, and the height of the peak value increases
with stronger structure as well. In addition, for the strongly structured cases, the peak value of liquid water
variance also increases with increasing soil moisture variance. The contribution of themesoscale component
is minimal compared with the turbulence scale component to the total liquid variance. The soil moisture
heterogeneity in terms of soil moisture structure and spatial variance not only impacts the profile of specific
humidity variance but also impacts on the profile of cloud liquid water variance. The mechanisms will be
discussed in the following section.
Figure 9. Temporal evolution of the domain‐averaged (a) cloud‐base height (solid curve) and cloud‐top height (dashed
curve), (b) cloud cover, (c) LWP; domain‐ and time‐averaged (d) cloud cover, and (e) LWP, these quantities were aver-
aged over the time period t = 2 to 6 hr.
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3.3. Cloud Properties
Figure 10a shows the domain‐averaged cloud base and cloud top height. The cloud top/cloud base height are
taken as the absolute value, that is, the highest/lowest height where somewhere in the entire atmospheric
column a grid cell with liquid water is present. The increase in cloud base and cloud top height is attributable
to the warming and drying of the CBL due to the CBL growth and the persistent heating from the surface. It
is interesting to note that the cloud top height increases with stronger structure, while the cloud base height
slightly decreases with stronger structure. Thus, the cloud depth increases with stronger structure. For the
strongly structured cases (S3 cases), the cloud top height increases with increasing soil moisture variance,
while cloud base height decreases with increasing soil moisture variance. However, cloud base and cloud
top heights are almost identical in weak (S2 cases) and unstructured cases (N0 cases) even having different
soil moisture variances. Cloud base height decreases with increasing soil moisture variance in strongly struc-
tured cases due to the decrease in boundary layer height with increasing soil moisture variance in strongly
structured cases.
Figure 10b depicts the temporal evolution of the domain‐averaged total cloud cover. The cloud fraction is
calculated based on an all‐or‐nothing scheme, which does not account for fractional cloud cover at a subgrid
scale. Clouds started to form after 30 min of simulation time. The cloud cover rises rapidly during the first
hour after formation reaching its first peak and then increases slowly. The first peak values of the cloud cover
of the heterogeneous cases are smaller than that of the homogeneous case; the peak value of cloud cover is
about 20% in the structured cases, while the value is 30% in the unstructured cases. Overall the cloud cover in
Figure 10. Spatial distribution of LWP and horizontal wind at the lowest model level (arrows). The quantities were aver-
aged over the time period t = 2 to 6 hr. Only wind vectors with velocity larger than 2 m/s are plotted.
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the unstructured cases is larger than that in the structured case. Additionally, the time when the cloud cover
reaches its first peak in the structured case is earlier than that in the unstructured case, and the time
difference is about 25 min (Figure 10b).
Domain‐ and time‐averaged total cloud cover and LWP are shown in Figure 10d and Figure 10e, respec-
tively. The total cloud cover decreases with stronger structure from ~0.27 in the unstructured cases to about
0.22 in case S3_STD3. However, the LWP increases with stronger structure from 18.9 g/m2 in the unstruc-
tured cases to 43.3 g/m2 in case S3_STD3. The relative increase is as much as 129%. This result is consistent
with the change in cloud thickness (Figure 10a), which increases with stronger structure. Interestingly,
LWPs are almost identical for varying variance for the weak and unstructured cases, while in the strongly
structured cases, LWPs increase significantly with increasing soil moisture variance.
Figure 4 shows the spatial distributions of time‐averaged LWPs. In unstructured cases, shallow cumulus
clouds with low LWP are evenly distributed and cover a large fraction of the whole domain. However, in
the structured cases, several deep cumulus clouds with high LWP are covering only a small fraction of the
entire domain. This result explains why the LWP is higher in the structured case, while total cloud cover
is lower than that in the unstructured case. This feature is consist with results reported by convective orga-
nization, which suggests that higher convective organization potential leads to the presence of deeper and
larger clouds (Tobin et al., 2012;White et al., 2018). Moreover, cloudsmainly form over the dry areas because
of the inducedmesoscale circulations. Soil moisture evaporates into the atmosphere over the wet surface and
is advected to the dry surface by the induced mesoscale circulation (Kang, 2016; van Heerwaarden & de
Arellano, 2008). The larger sensible heat flux over dry surface leads to more rising air parcels capable of
forming clouds.
Figure 11. Probability distribution function of (a, c) water vapor specific humidity and (b, d) vertical wind velocity at the
boundary layer top. Twenty‐five bins were used for the probability density function. The quantities of (a) and (b) were
averaged over the time period t = 2 to 6 hr after the mesoscale circulation were well developed (c) and (d) were averaged
over the time period t = 1 to 2 hr before the mesoscale circulation were well established.
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In the CBL, buoyant thermals rising from the land surface penetrate the boundary layer and overshoot into
the free atmosphere (Stull, 1988). Moisture at the boundary layer top, which is a widely used indicator to
quantify the potential for cloud formation (Ek & Holtslag, 2004; Gentine et al., 2013; van Heerwaarden &
de Arellano, 2008), is taken up by the thermals as the surface is the only moisture source. Figure 11a shows
the PDF of water vapor specific humidity at the boundary layer top after the mesoscale circulations are well
developed (averaged over time period t = 2 to 6 hr). The peak values of specific humidity PDFs shift toward
larger values with stronger structure. This means that air parcels at the boundary layer top are more moist in
case of strongly structured case compared to the weak and unstructured case. That is, moist pools are formed
in strongly structured case. Furthermore, there is a larger percentage of air parcels at the boundary layer top
with vertical velocities >1.0 m/s in the structured case than that in the unstructured case resulting a pro-
nounced tail in the distribution. As shown in Figure 11b, the vertical velocity at the boundary layer top is
not larger than 2.1 m/s in unstructured cases, while the maximum vertical velocities are as large as 3.5
m/s in structured cases. This means that the air parcels are more energetic and more easily reach the lifting
condensation level. Thus, it is not surprising that LWP increases with stronger structure. The reason why
LWPs in strongly structured cases increase with increasing soil moisture variance is attributable to the spe-
cific humidity at the boundary layer top. As shown in Figure 11a, there is a larger percentage of moist air
parcels in case of higher soil moisture variance. However, the LWPs in the weak and unstructured cases
do not increase with increasing soil moisture variance, which may due to the heterogeneity that is not struc-
tured enough to influence the specific humidity at the boundary layer top. Before the mesoscale circulations
are established, the peak values of specific humidity PDFs are around 5.6 g/kg (Figure 11c), which are much
smaller than the peak values after the mesoscale circulations are well developed. In addition, the shifting of
peak values toward larger values is not obvious between different cases. Before the mesoscale circulations
are established (Figure 11d), the vertical velocities are also smaller than vertical velocities after the mesos-
cale circulations are well developed. This means energetic moist pools have not been formed before mesos-
cale circulations are well established.
4. Summary and Conclusions
We presented general characteristics of the development of a CBL and shallow cumulus clouds and their
response to the spatial variation of soil moisture in a mesoscale domain of 19.2 × 19.2 km2. A series of
numerical experiments were performed applying LES simulations with prescribed initial atmospheric pro-
files and two‐dimensional heterogeneous soil moisture distributions. The domain means of soil moisture
were preserved, while the spectral slope of the power law model of soil moisture increased from 0 to−3, that
is, from unstructured and weak structure to strong structure, and also spatial variances were different.
The heterogeneous soil moisture distribution resulted in heterogeneities in surface heat and moisture fluxes
influencing surface energy partitioned into sensible heat flux and latent heat flux. The higher soil moisture
variance, the more available energy were partitioned into latent heat flux in the structured cases. The hetero-
geneity in the surface sensible heat flux triggered mesoscale circulations in the CBL, resulting in flow diver-
gence over the wet patches and converges over the dry patch close to the land surface. The mesoscale
circulation, in turn, influenced surface heat fluxes due to the variation in horizontal wind velocity and var-
iations in the vertical gradients of temperature and humidity. That is the interactions between surface het-
erogeneity and induced mesoscale circulations is also the reason why domain averages of surface sensible
and latent heat fluxes differ, while the domain averages of soil moisture are identical.
The soil moisture heterogeneity impacted the vertical profiles of the boundary layer states, fluxes, and var-
iances via surface energy partitioning and induced mesoscale circulations. The most significant modifica-
tions occurred in the profiles of liquid water and liquid water flux. The profiles of potential temperature,
specific humidity, buoyancy flux, and specific humidity flux were also influenced but not significantly.
We decomposed the total variance into a mesoscale and turbulence scale component to verify if the induced
mesoscale circulations are strong enough to influence the CBL and the cumulus cloud characteristics. Our
results indicate that the mesoscale circulations had a strong influence on the vertical profiles of horizontal
velocity variance and specific humidity variance.
Interestingly, the total cloud cover decreased with stronger structure, while the LWP increased with stronger
structure. In strongly structured cases (S3 cases), the total cloud cover decreased with increasing soil
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moisture variance, while the LWP increased with increasing soil moisture variance. More available energy is
partitioned into latent heat in case of high soil moisture variance, thus more moisture evaporates into the
atmosphere. Moreover, there were more air parcels with high vertical velocity at the boundary layer top
in the structured case than in the unstructured case. Thus, there are more opportunities for moist updrafts
in the structured case to penetrate the boundary layer and reach the lifting condensation level. This suggests
that it is easier to develop deep convection over the structured surface than over the unstructured surface.
Interestingly, soil moisture variance only plays a role in strongly structured case not in weak or unstructured
case, which indicates soil moisture variance and spectral slope work together in the surface energy partition-
ing and the cloud formation.
One might argue that there are other factors that contribute to impact on the intensity ofinduced mesoscale
circulation, the CBL structure, and the development of shallow convection, for example, the background
wind, wind direction relative to the heterogeneity, wind shear, and atmospheric conditions. Note that some
processes were excluded in this study, such as the cloud shading‐induced surface heterogeneities and the
changes in soil moisture due to evaporation. In addition, the soil moisture heterogeneity scale, which is of
the order of the half domain size in S3 cases, and the double‐periodic boundary conditions might deflect sta-
tistics. Thus, a much more systematic investigation on the impact of the land surface heterogeneity will be
carried out in the future.
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